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AbstractAn inverse simulation algorithm based on an integration method is applied to a system formed by a sub-merged vehicle towed by a single main rotor helicopter by means of a massive, elastic cable. The problemis split into two phases: at each discretization time-step of the inverse simulation, the trajectory of the cablesuspension point is derived first, which results into the submerged vehicle following the desired patternin water; then the control variables for the helicopter are determined, which make the suspension pointfollow the trajectory obtained at the previous step, including cable tension as an additional load. The con-trol action is then integrated forward in time for a fully coupled complete helicopter-cable-vehicle systemmodel. Discrepancies in the results between the inverse solution and the forward simulation at the endof the time-step are compensated by (i) introducing a guidance term, which slightly modifies the desiredvariables at the following step, in order to maintain the towed vehicle on the desired trajectory, and (ii) byan attitude control logic for the helicopter, which manages the variation of moments generated by cabletension. The method is demonstrated for a towed vehicle representative of a realistic sonar system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental monitoring is becoming an increas-ingly relevant operational scenario in the frame-work of civil applications of manned and unmannedaerial vehicles. Various sensors can be installed,which provide information for monitoring the con-ditions of water surfaces, coastlines, air, etc. Whenscanning possibly wide areas with some sensor orvisiting a relevant number of waypoints is required,careful planning of the trajectory results into amoreefficient use of vehicles in monitoring tasks. TheSAGACE project (Sistema Avanzato di MonitoraGgio
AmbiEntale in Italian, which translates into Advanced
System for Environmental Monitoring) is a researchprogram funded by the Apulian Regional Govern-ment, aimed at developing innovative low-cost toolsfor efficient and reliable environmental monitoring,with a particular focus on air and water quality.Among many others, a set of airborne sensorsfor air and ground monitoring is being developed
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by the Department of Mathematics and Physics atthe University of Salento and by a small Universityspin-off company, ISALIT s.r.l., based in Alessandria,Italy. The sensors will be installed on board of mul-tirotor platforms developed by another Italian com-pany, which is a partner in the project, namely IDSS.p.A. At the same time, ISALIT with other partners,such as the Euro-Mediterranean Center on ClimateChange (CMCC) and Environmental Surveys S.r.l.(ENSU) are developing a set of techniques for mon-itoring coastal water. Some of the parameters aremeasured by means of sensors installed on buoysmoored to the seabed, which means that measuresare taken in a prescribed and fixed position. In othercases, water is sampled by means of a drone, whichretrieves samples of water, to be analyzed in a lab,thus allowing for widening the area of the monitor-ing action. However, the use of a small unmannedplatform significantly limits, at present, the area andthe depth that can be reached during a single flight,and it rules out the possibility of real-time results.Provided that the development of path-planningtools for aerial systems involved in environmentalmonitoring is one of the objective of the researchprogram, the present paper aims at investigatingthe possibility of developing such a tool for a he-licopter, towing a relatively large submerged vehi-cle. The vehicle can carry sensors capable of fieldmeasurements at different depths, and the cablesystem provides a direct link to the helicopter forreal-time data acquisition and storage. This type ofconfiguration (a rotorcraft towing a submerged loadequipped with sensors) is already adopted in mil-
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itary application, such as anti-submarine warfare,where a helicopter tows a sonar. 1 A relevant prob-lem in this framework is to evaluate if the missiontrajectory envisaged for the submerged sensor plat-form, determined with respect to monitoring objec-tives, can be tracked with adequate accuracy. Thisis done by evaluating the rotorcraft trajectory whichresults into the desired trajectory of the towed vehi-cle, checking its feasibility with respect to aerome-chanical performance limitations of the helicopter.The dynamics of rotorcraft with a slung load rep-resents a challenging scenario for helicopter pilots,on the practical operational side, as well as forthe flight dynamicists, on the theoretical modelingside. In order to correctly predict dynamic behav-ior and/or performance limitations, a reliablemodelcapable of correctly capturing the coupled dynam-ics of vehicle, cable, and load is required, togetherwith suitable analysis tools.2,3 Piloting and model-ing problems become even more severe, when asubmerged load is to be dealt with, as in the caseof a helicopter towing a submerged load. In such acase 1,4, the cable is partially in the air and partiallysubmerged in water; cable length can become verylong (up to values in the order of 102 m, in militaryapplications), and, last but not least, a precise tra-jectory for the towed vehicle may be relevant for thesuccess of the mission.The objective of this paper is to investigate amethod based on inverse simulation (IS)5,6,7,8 forderiving the control action on the helicopter whichresults into the sonar following (almost) exactly aprescribed path at an assigned depth, accountingfor a reasonably accurate model for each one of theelements of the system, namely the helicopter, thecable, and the submerged load, including all rele-vant coupling terms. Figure 1 represents a sketch ofthe problem, where the tension in the cable duringthe towing task if highlighted. This problem was in-vestigated in previous works 1,4. In order to allow fora comparison with these studies, reference will bemade to the mission analyzed in 1, where (i) the ca-ble is assumed as straight and massless, (ii) the ma-neuver is decomposed into a set of steady state arcsand segments, and (iii) the resulting trim states aretracked by means of a Linear Quadratic Regulator.The present work aims at deriving a solution al-gorithm for the inverse problem, where a massiveelastic cable is included in the model, and unsteadymaneuver phases are considered within the inverseproblem. The elements of the model are
1. the towed submerged vehicle, modeled asa rigid body, featuring a cylindrical fuse-lage, two low aspect ratio wings and tail ap-pendages (variable wing incidence can be in-cluded among system control variables);
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Figure 1: Sketch of the problem.
2. the cable, discretized by means of N ele-ments; where each element is represented by aspring-damper-mass system; aerodynamic orhydrodynamic drag acting on cable elementsduring motion is included in the model;
3. a medium-complexity helicopter model, 10,11with rigid fuselage 6 degree-of-freedom dy-namics, an aerodynamic model provided by adata-base of force and moment coefficients,individual rigid blade flapping dynamics, threestate and single state first-order inflow modelsfor main and tail rotor, respectively.
An integration algorithm is used6,8, where apiecewise constant control action is determinedwhich results into the prescribed output variablesto achieve their desired value at the end of the inte-gration interval. The method is very sensitive to un-controlled states and non-minimum-phase behav-ior. One of the contributions of the present workis the determination of a numerically efficient solu-tion strategy for this complex problem, by splittingthe inverse simulation problem into two parts.The towing cable-sonar subsystem is isolatedfrom the helicopter and a nominal inverse problem(IS1) is defined where the trajectory of the suspen-sion point on the helicopter side provides three con-trol variables necessary for making the towed vehi-cle follow the desired trajectory, where the coordi-nates of the sonar position as a function of time rep-resent three desired output variables. The resultingtrajectory of the suspension point is then used asthe tracked output for the inverse problem of heli-copter dynamics (IS2), where four control variablesare available (namely main rotor collective, longitu-dinal and lateral cyclic pitch and tail rotor collec-tive pitch) for tracking three desired output vari-ables (the suspension point trajectory). A nominalinverse problem is obtained by enforcing a zero-sideslip constraint. In the framework of IS2, cable
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tension, determined during IS1, acts on the suspen-sion point, as an additional load on the helicopter.Both IS1 and IS2 problems are formulated interms of velocity variables, that is, sonar velocityand suspension point velocity are used as trackedoutputs for IS1 and IS2, respectively. The control ac-tion determined by IS2 is used as the input to thefully coupled dynamic model for the forward simu-lation of the control action determined.Because of problem discretization, numerical ac-curacy of the solution, uncoupled helicopter and ca-ble/sonar dynamics in the IS solutions, the assump-tion of a piecewise constant control action for IS1,and other factors (which will all be discussed in de-tail in the next sections), the actual trajectory of thesonar during the forward simulation does not trackexactly the prescribed one, as defined in the frame-work of IS1. If no correction is introduced, increasingerrors on helicopter and sonar positions builds up,the former being potentially critical as the relatedcable tension force and moment variations mightdestabilize the system.This is avoided by introducing (i) a correctionto IS1 tracked output variables, where the desiredsonar velocity is augmented by a guidance term,proportional to the position error, following the ap-proach proposed in Ref. 9, for a different frame-work, and (ii) a simple attitude control functional-ity, where helicopter Euler’s angles are kept close totheir reference values generated by IS2. The addi-tional guidance increment of velocity variables wasrequired in Ref. 9 in order to compensate for dif-ferences in the models of the same helicopter usedin the inverse and forward simulation steps of theIS algorithm. Here the guidance term is requiredfor compensating the errors introduced by couplingthe cable-sonar and helicopter models.In the next section, the rotorcraft-cable-sonarmodel is presented, together with an analysis oftrim states for the whole system. At the beginningof Section 3, general aspects of the inverse simula-tion algorithm based on an integration method willbe recalled, before the details on the formulation ofIS1 and IS2 are discussed and a solution method forthe coupled problem proposed. Section 4 providesthe results of the algorithm. A section of concludingremarks and future activities closes the paper.
2. MODELS AND METHODS

2.1. Rotorcraft model

A medium-complexity helicopter model with articu-lated rotor blades is adopted, taken from Refs. 10and 11, representative of a Sikorsky UH-60 “Black-hawk” single main rotor helicopter (Fig. 2). The orig-
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Il modello considerato per l’analisi è relativo all’elicottero UH-60 Black Hawk, che è tra i pochi 
di cui sono disponibili caratteristiche costruttive e database aerodinamici ed è perciò molto 
utilizzato nei lavori di modellazione e simulazione. Nella seguente tabella 2.1 sono riportate le 
principali caratteristiche dell’UH-60 Black Hawk [29], mentre in figura 2.21 ne è mostrata la vista 
frontale e laterale. 

 

Caratteristiche dell’elicottero Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk 
Lunghezza 19.76 m 

Altezza 5.13 m 
Numero di pale 4 

Diametro del rotore 16.36 m 
Peso a vuoto 4.819 kg 

Peso massimo al decollo 11.113 kg 
Motori 2 x General Electric T700 1160 kW 

Velocità massima 357 km/h 
Autonomia 2.220 km 
Tangenza 5.790 m 

 

Tabella 2.1 Caratteristiche dell’elicottero Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk 

 

 
Figura 2.21 Vista frontale e laterale dell’UH-60 Black Hawk 

 

Per il presente lavoro è stato utilizzato il modello matematico realizzato da Torasso [15]. In questo 
modello la dinamica del rotore è descritta attraverso il flappeggio delle singole pale, mentre la 
torsione delle pale, così come gli altri gradi di libertà elastici, non vengono considerati. Pale e 
fusoliera sono considerati corpi rigidi e l’aerodinamica di quest’ultima è modellata in base a 
risultati di test effettuati in galleria del vento. Per il calcolo delle forze aerodinamiche generate 
dai profili delle pale viene adottata una dinamica quasi-stazionaria e la parte di non stazionarietà 
è determinata dall’uso di un modello di inflow dinamico. La velocità del rotore viene considerata 
costante. La dinamica del ritardo della pala non è considerata. 

Figure 2: Sikorsky UH-60 “Blackhawk”.
inal model features 6 degrees of freedom for thefuselage, which is assumed rigid. A set of look-uptables provides force and moment aerodynamic co-efficients as functions of angle of attack, α, andsideslip angle, β, at hovering and in forward flight.Flap and lag dynamics are considered for each rigidblade, whereas an elastic torsional degree of free-dom accounts for blade deformation around theblade pitch axis. Aerodynamic loads on the bladeare numerically integrated in the framework of theso-called strip theory, where each airfoil is assumedto develop a local value of lift and drag coefficientper unit blade length, which depends on the localflow angle of attach and Mach number only.A triangular inflowmodel for themain rotor 12 anda uniform inflow model for the tail rotor completethe aerodynamic model, such that tail rotor inflowvelocity is equal to ν0TR , whereas inflow velocity dis-tribution is on the main rotor disk is
wi(Ψi , r) = ν0 + (νs sin Ψ + νc cos Ψ) · (r/R)

r being the distance of the airfoil from rotor axisand R blade radius. Blade anomaly for a Nbl = 4blade rotor is given by Ψi = Ψ + (i − 1) · (π/2),
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Engine dynamics is neglected, andconstant main (ΩMR) and tail rotor (ΩTR) angularrates are assumed, with Ψ̇ = ΩMR. The originalmodel features a total of 41 state variables. Controlvariables are represented by main and tail rotor col-lective pitch, θ0MR and θ0TR , and main rotor cycliclateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch, A1,s and B1,s .With respect to the original model, a few modi-fication are introduced. In particular, following thefindings discussed in Ref. 13, lag and torsional bladedynamics hardly affect the results of inverse simu-lation, especially when maneuvers are not aggres-sive, as it is expected for the present applicative sce-nario. Hence, helicopter model order is reduced to25 state variables,

xH = (xTf us , x
T
rot , x

T
inf )T ∈ R25

where xf us = (vTB,ω
T
B,ΦΦΦT , rTI )T are fuselage

states, with vB = (u, v , w)T helicopter center of
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mass velocity components in the body frame,
ωB = (p, q, r)T roll, pitch and yaw angularrates, ΦΦΦ = (φ, θ, ψ)T fuselage roll, pitch and yawangles, rI = (xI , yi , zi =−h)T center of massposition in the inertial frame; rotor states
xrot = (β̇1, β̇2, β̇3, β̇4, β1, β2, β3, β4,Ψ)T arerepresented by blade flap rate and angle, β̇i , βi ,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and reference blade anomaly, Ψ; in-flow states are xinf = (ν0, νs , νc , ν0TR)T . Again,the control vector is given by
uH = (θ0MR , A1,s , B1,s , θ0TR)T ∈ R4.
2.2. Cable model

The cable is discretized by means ofN straight elas-tic elements and N + 1 nodes (Fig. 3), where theposition of node 0 is the attach point on the heli-copter, whereas node N is the attach point on thesubmerged vehicle side. Amassmi = mc/(N−1) isassociated to all the remaining N − 1 nodes, where
mc is the total mass of the cable.Letting ri be the position vector of the i -th node,the length of the i -th element is `i = ‖ri − ri−1‖.The resulting tension in the element, which is theinternal force exchanged between nodes i and i−1,is given by Ti = EAεi , where E is Young’s modulus,
A the area of the cable section, and εi = (`i−`0)/`0,
`0 = L0/N being the length of cable elements atrest (assumed all equal), and L0 is the length of thewhole cable at rest.Friction between fibers and/or with cable coat-ing dissipates energy. This effect is accounted for bymeans of a viscous-like damping force, F di = Cvd ε̇i ,where the deformation rate in the tangential direc-tion q̂i of the i -th element is ε̇i = [(vi−vi−1)·q̂i ]/`0.The internal force f inti = (Ti + F di )q̂i exchangedbetween each pair of nodes thus lies along q̂i =
(ri − ri−1)/‖ri − ri−1‖ and it is equal to that of aspring and a damper in parallel, as represented inthe enlarged inset in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Discretization of the cable.

The derivation of a model for external forces act-ing on the i -th cable element, equal to the sumof hydrodynamic and buoyancy forces and weight,
fexti = fhi +fbi +fwi , requires that a set of axis is asso-ciated to the element itself. This is done by choos-ing a local frame Fi = {q̂i , p̂i1, p̂i2}, where p̂i1 isnormal to the tangential direction q̂i , in the verticalplane, and p̂i2 completes a right-handed triad.Following the approach presented in Ref. 14, andletting vi = (vqi , vp1i , vp2i )

T be the velocity compo-nents of the mid-point of the i -th cable element ex-pressed in Fi , hydrodynamic force exchanged withthe surrounding fluid of density ρx , is given by fhi =

(f hqi , f
h
p1i
, f hp2i

)T , with
f hqi = −sign(vqi )

1

2
ρxCDdc`0fqi‖vi‖

2

f hp1i
= −

1

2
ρxCDdc`0fpi‖vi‖

2 vp1i√
v2
p1i

+ v2
p2i

f hp2i
= −

1

2
ρxCDdc`0fpi‖vi‖

2 vp2i√
v2
p1i

+ v2
p2i

where the subscript x = a, when the element is inthe air and x = w , when it is in water, dc is ca-ble diameter, CD its drag coefficient, when the flowimpinges in a direction normal to q̂i , and two ex-perimental parameters are introduced„ namely fqiand fpi , which depend on the local incidence, ηi (ex-pressed in radians), with
fqi = 0.01(2.008− 0.3858ηi + 1.9159η2

i +

+4.1615η3
i + 3.5064η4

i − 1.1873η5
i )

fpi = 0.5− 0.1 cos(ηi) + 0.1 sin(ηi) +

−0.4 cos(2ηi))− 0.11 sin(2ηi)

Assuming the free surface of water is at z =
0, and remembering that altitude h = −z , whenthe usual convention on the direction of the z -axisparallel to the local vertical is adopted, when bothnodes i − 1 and i are above the surface (zi−1, zi <
0), then air density is assumed, whereas when ziand zi−1 are both positive, both nodes are belowthe water surface and water density is assumed.Letting k be the index relative to the k -th cable ele-ment, such that node k is below the surface (zk > 0)and k − 1 above (zk−1 < 0), drag force is eval-uated for both densities and a weighted averageis used. Weights are equal to wk = zk/∆zk and
wk−1 = zk−1/∆zk , for the k -th and the (k − 1)-thnodes, respectively, with ∆zk = |zk − zk−1|. Otherhydrodynamic actions, such as lifting force or addedmass effects, are neglected.Buoyancy and weight both act along the local ver-tical. Letting V = A`0 be the volume of the ca-ble elements, the sum of these two forces is equal
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to fbi + fwi = (ρc − ρw )V ĝ, where g = ‖g‖ isgravity acceleration, directed along the local verti-cal. Once the total external actions on the i -th cableelement are evaluated, it is split in two equal partsand each part is applied, together with tension andinternal damping forces, to the massive nodes atthe edges of each element. Provided that the massof all nodes are equal, the resulting equation of mo-tion of the i -th node, i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 2, N − 1, isthus given in an inertial frame by applying Newton’ssecond law, that is,
mi r̈i = (Ti+1 + F di+1)q̂i+1 − (Ti + F di )q̂i +

+
1

2

(
fhi + fhi+1

)
+ (mi − ρxV )g(1)

The resulting state vector of the cable model is
thus given by xC ∈ R6(N−1), with
xC = (ṙT1 , r

T
1 ; ṙT2 , r

T
2 ; . . . ; ṙTi , r

T
i ; . . . ; ṙTN−1, r

T
N−1)T

2.3. Sonar model

The submerged towed vehicle 1 is made of a 2 mlong cylindrical fuselage, with a diameter of 0.25m.The vehicle features a low-aspect ratio variable-incidence wing, which can be used for controllingvehicle depth, and three fixed tail surfaces, whichprovide longitudinal and directional restoring mo-ments for static stability and damping momentsaround the same axes (Fig. 4.a). Relevant dimen-sions are reported in Fig. 4.b. In what follows, wingincidence will be assumed fixed, in a neutral posi-tion. A spherical joint connects the vehicle to thetowing cable, which allows all three relative rota-tional degrees of freedom. Only a tension force isthus exchanged at the joint. Damping around theroll axis is guaranteed by the wing, whereas lateralstability results from the action of the tension forceon the joint placed above the center of mass.The towed vehicle is assumed to be rigid, and abody frame, FL = {êL1, êL2, êL3} is attached to it,as represented in Fig. 4.a. Its motion is described bya set of 12 nonlinear ordinary differential equations,where all vector quantities with a subscript L areexpressed in FL, given by:
mL (v̇L + ωL × vL) = fhL + fbL +mLg+ t

ILω̇L + ωL × (ILωL) = mhL + rJL × t
ṙGLI = TILvL(2)
Φ̇ΦΦL = R−1ωL

where mL = 450 kg is the mass of the vehicle,
IL = diag(3.5, 150, 150) kg m2 its inertia tensor,
vL = (uL, vL, wL)T the velocity of the center of
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2.3 Modello del sonar  

 
Il sonar ha corpo principale di forma cilindrica, per ridurre la resistenza. Due alette attive poste 
lateralmente consentono di modificare l’angolo di passo e produrre una forza verticale per la 
regolazione della profondità. Tre alette fisse montate all'estremità posteriore in una 
configurazione a T rovesciata permettono di orientare la punta del corpo trainato nel flusso libero, 
garantendo una stabilità passiva. Si assume che il sonar sia collegato alla fune di rimorchio 
mediante un giunto sferico che consente tutte e tre le rotazioni [1]. 
Uno schema del corpo trainato con la terna assi corpo 𝑓�̂� è mostrato in figura 2.7. Le figure 2.8 e 
2.9 riportano rispettivamente la vista dall’alto e di fronte del sonar. 
 

 
Figura 2.7 Modello 3D del sonar 

 
 

Figura 2.8 Vista dall’alto del sonar 
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𝒓𝐴𝐿𝑆𝑋 =  ( 0.05 , −0.2, 0)                                                   (2.31) 

𝒓𝐴𝐶𝐷𝑋 =  (−1.096, 0.1, 0.065)                                              (2.32) 

𝒓𝐴𝐶𝑆𝑋 =  (−1.096, −0.1, 0.065)                                            (2.33) 

𝒓𝐴𝑉𝐶  =  (−1.096, 0, −0.225)                                              (2.34) 

 
dove ALDX e ALSX stanno per aletta laterale destra e sinistra, ACDX  e ACSX stanno per aletta di 
coda destra e sinistra e AVC sta per aletta verticale di coda. La figura 2.10 riporta la vista laterale 
quotata del sonar. 
 

 
Figura 2.10 Vista laterale quotata del sonar [cm] 

 
 
2.3.1 Superfici idrodinamiche  
 
Il sonar viene scomposto in sei componenti principali: il corpo centrale, due piani orizzontali di 
coda, un piano verticale di coda e due alette laterali. Le forze idrodinamiche che agiscono sulle 
superfici sono calcolate con la seguente procedura [4]. 

- L’angolo d’attacco dei piani orizzontali e l’angolo di derapata per il piano verticale di coda sono 
determinati calcolando la velocità nel centro di pressione di ognuna delle superfici. Nel 
riferimento locale al sonar, la k-esima superfice ha il centro di pressione definito dal vettore 𝒓𝑘 =
{𝑟𝑥

𝑘 𝑟𝑦
𝑘 𝑟𝑧

𝑘 }. La velocità del centro di pressione è data da 𝒗𝑘 = 𝒗𝑐𝑔 + 𝝎 ˄ 𝒓𝑘. L’angolo 
d’attacco 𝛼𝑘 dei piani orizzontali e dello scafo e l’angolo di derapata 𝛽 del piano verticale di coda 
sono dati da:  

 

𝛼𝑘 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (𝑣𝑧
𝑘

𝑣𝑥
𝑘)                                                      (2.35) 

𝛽 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (𝑣𝑦
𝑘

𝑣𝑥
𝑘)                                                               (2.36) 

 
- Composizione dell’eventuale rotazione delle alette di controllo laterali mobili col il valore 

dell’angolo d’attacco prima calcolato, determinando l’effettiva incidenza della superficie.  

a)

b)
Figure 4: Sketch of the towed vehicle (a) with relevantdimensions in cm (b) (from Ref. [1]).
mass, the position of which in the inertial frameis rGLI = (xL, yL, zL)T , ωL = (pL, qL, rL)T its angu-
lar velocity, fhL and mhL are hydrodynamic forceand moment, fbL and mLg are buoyancy force andweight, t the tension force applied by the cable atthe joint, the position of which in FL is given by rJL.Finally, TIL is the coordinate transformation matrixfrom the body to the inertial frame, whereas R−1

relates the angular rates to the evolution of the roll,pitch, and yaw angles, ΦΦΦL = (φL, θL, ψL)T . Thestate vector of the submerged towed vehicle is thusgiven by
xS = (vTL ,ω

T
L ,ΦΦΦT

L , r
GL
I

T
)T ∈ R12

Only one control variable is present, uL = θw ∈ R,given by the variable incidence of the wing.In order to evaluate hydrodynamic force and mo-ments, the vehicle is decomposed into 6 elements,namely the fuselage, two half wings, two horizon-tal tailplanes and one vertical tailplane. Interferenceand added mass effects are neglected. All hydro-dynamic surfaces are characterized by a symmetricairfoil, with a drag coefficient Cd0
= 0.025 and alift gradient C`α = 2π. A parabolic drag polar is as-sumed, CD = CD0

+ KC2
L, where K = 1/(πAe)

(where A = b2/S is wing aspect ratio, e its Os-wlad’s factor, b and S wing space and surface, re-spectively). Neglecting effects at the tip, one hasthat CD0
≈ Cd and CL ≈ C`. A CD = 1 is assumedfor the fuselage, with a reference area equal to thesection of the cylinder.The local incidence αk on the k -th surface can beevaluated from the local velocity with respect to thesurrounding watermass, which, for a rigid vehicle, isgiven by vkL = vL+ωL× rkL, where rkL is the positionvector of the center of pressure of the k -th surface
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in FL. After expressing all the (local) lift and dragcomponents acting on each surface and expressingthese hydrodinamic forces in terms of body-frame
components, fkL, it is possible to write

fhL =
∑
k

fkL ; mhL =
∑
k

rkL × fkL

Finally, buoyancy force and weight, fbL and mLg,both act along the local vertical, with ‖fbL‖ = ρwVL,
VL being the volume of the vehicle. Gravity is ap-plied to the center of mass, GL. For the sake of sim-plicity it is assumed that also the buoyancy forceis applied to GL, thus neglecting a restoring buoy-ancy moment, usually negligible with respect to therestoring moment induced by cable tension, t. Thelatter is equal to the tension in the N-th cable ele-ment, applied to the joint in the direction of q̂N .
2.4. Coupled model and submodels

The state vector of the fully coupled model repre-senting the dynamics of the system is given by
xS = (xTH, x

T
C , x

T
S )T ∈ R37+6(N−1)

As for control variables, a fixed neutral 0 deg inci-dence for the hydrofoil of the towed vehicle wingis assumed, so that no additional control variableis present on the towed vehicle side. The controlvariables of the complete system thus coincide withthose of the helicopter, uS ≡ uH ∈ R4.Even for relatively small values of the number ofcable elements, the order of the system becomesrather large (e.g., for N = 6 the order of the sys-tem is 67). For this reason, both the trim algorithm,used for mapping cable configuration and vehicleattitude and position at different helicopter forwardspeed, and the inverse simulation algorithm workon two sub-models. The first one (SM1) consists inthe helicopter model, so that its state and controlvectors coincide with those listed for the helicopter(xSM1 ≡ xH ∈ R25, uSM1 ≡ uH ∈ R4). The sec-ond sub-model (SM2) is made of the towing cableand the submerged vehicle, so that its state vector
is xSM2 = (xTC , x

T
S )T ∈ R12+6(N−1), without any in-dependent control variable available. The input tothis system is represented by position and veloc-ity of the suspension point on the helicopter side,which depend on helicopter motion.

2.5. Trim states

Provided that forces and moments exchanged be-tween rotor blades and helicopter airframe cannever be exactly constant in time, a trim state for

a rotorcraft is obtained when a set of constant con-trols utr im is determined such that state variablesare periodic in time, with average values x̄ whichprovide the desired trim value for airspeed, angu-lar velocity and climb rate.Trim states for SM1 are obtained by means ofa periodic shooting technique, 15 where a periodic-ity condition is enforced on all state variables, suchthat x(t +T ) = x(t), for T = (2π/Nbl)/ΩMR, thusproviding, in the present application, 25 periodic-ity constraints. Four additional trim constraints arealso enforced. In the present study, only steady rec-tilinear flight conditions at zero sideslip are consid-ered as initial conditions for the inverse simulationproblem. Letting Vdes be the desired airspeed, theconstraint on average airspeed achieves the form
(ū2 + v̄2 + w̄2)1/2 = Vdes , whereas average valuesof angular and climb rates and sideslip angle are all
required to be zero (p̄2 + q̄2 + r̄2 = 0, ¯̇h = 0, and
v̄ = 0). A well posed set of 29 algebraic equations in
29 unknowns (25 state variables at time t = 0 and
4 control variables) is obtained, which is solved bymeans of a Newton-Raphson (NR) method. 16 Trimstates of the UH-60 helicopter were analyzed in sev-eral works, including Refs. 10 and 11, and are not re-ported here for the sake of conciseness.If a straight and level trim condition for the heli-copter is dealt with, one can assume that the sus-pension point on the helicopter side runs along astraight trajectory at constant speed and altitude.This approximation is reasonable, provided that theamplitude of the oscillations of trajectory variablesis relatively small. A second trim problem is thusdefined for the second sub-system, where all thestates of SM2 are required to be constant. In orderto reduce the number of unknowns, it is possible toassume that (1) all mass elements of the cable andthe towed vehicle moves with the same horizontalvelocity, equal to Vdes ; (2) angular rate of the towedvehicle is zero, hence its attitude and course an-gles are constant. Moreover, assuming a symmet-ric geometric configuration for the sonar, (3) all theremaining lateral-directional states (namely vL and
φL) are also 0 and (4) the problem can be reducedto a planar one, where cable and vehicle center ofmass all lie on the same plane.Letting x0, z0 be the assigned reference positionof the suspension point (with ẋ0 = Vdes ), the un-knowns of the trim problem for SM2 are repre-sented by a subset of its states, namely
x̂SM2 = (∆x1, z1,∆x2, z2, . . . ,∆xi , zi , . . .

. . . ,∆xN−1, zN−1; ∆xGL, zGL, θL) ∈ R3+2(N−1)

Trim constraints are represented by equilibria forhorizontal and vertical force components acting on
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sonar ha un assetto longitudinale sempre più picchiato al crescere della velocità, facendo sì che le 
alette generino forze verticali verso il basso che tendono a contrastare la riduzione di profondità. 
Quest’ultimo concetto si rileva anche nella figura 3.7, dove è mostrata la profondità del baricentro 
al variare della velocità. Al crescere della velocità il sonar è sempre più picchiato e la pendenza 
della curva tende a ridursi. 

 
Figura 3.6 Deformata della configurazione cavo-sonar a 6 elementi da 0 a 10m/s 

 
Figura 3.7 Profondità del sonar al variare della velocità 

Figure 5: Trim configurations of a 240 m long cable for
1 ≤ Vdes ≤ 10m/s.

N−1 cable mass elements, providing 2(N−1) con-ditions in the form ẍi = z̈i = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1;longitudinal force and moment equilibria on thetowed vehicle provide additional 3 conditions, sothat the trim problem for SM2 is also well posed.The results for the trim problem of SM2 forN = 6are reported in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. With no action onvehicle wing incidence, the position of the vehiclegets closer to the water surface at higher speed,with an increasingly negative displacement in the xdirection, due to the increased drag (Fig. 5). Sonarpitch attitude is nose-up at low speed, becoming in-creasingly negative for V > 2.5m/s (Fig. 6).Also cable tension steadily increases (Fig. 7), pro-vided it must withstand the vector sum of a (con-stant) difference between weight and buoyancy(acting along the local vertical) plus steadily increas-ing drag and lift hydrodynamic force componentsacting on the towed vehicle (the latter directeddownwards, because of the negative pitch attitudeat higher speed). Cable tension represents an ad-ditional load acting on the helicopter. As a con-sequence, the trim problem for SM2 needs to besolved first, in order to determine magnitude anddirection of tension at the cable suspension point.This force, assumed constant, is applied to the heli-copter during the periodic shooting trim of SM1.An additional constraint on towed vehicle depthcan be enforced, if one includes wing incidence θwamong the unknowns, thus increasing by one theorder of the algebraic system to be solved. Trim pro-cedures for SM1 and SM2 during a steady turn arealso available. None of these trim problems are ad-dressed here, for the sake of conciseness, providedthey play no role in the inverse simulation problemthat will be discussed in the next section.
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La figura 3.8 riporta l’andamento dell’angolo di beccheggio del sonar al variare della velocità di 
traslazione del sistema. Come visto per il caso di solo sonar, al crescere della velocità di 
traslazione l’angolo di beccheggio decresce con una pendenza della curva che va riducendosi.  

 
Figura 3.8 Assetto longitudinale del sonar al variare della velocità  

 

 
Figura 3.9 Forza di traino in corrispondenza del punto di aggancio dell’elicottero al variare della velocità 

 

Figure 6: Sonar attitude at trim for 1 ≤ Vdes ≤ 10m/s.
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La figura 3.8 riporta l’andamento dell’angolo di beccheggio del sonar al variare della velocità di 
traslazione del sistema. Come visto per il caso di solo sonar, al crescere della velocità di 
traslazione l’angolo di beccheggio decresce con una pendenza della curva che va riducendosi.  
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Figura 3.9 Forza di traino in corrispondenza del punto di aggancio dell’elicottero al variare della velocità 

 

V [m/s]

Magnitude of
cable tension

Figure 7: Cable tension (horizontal and vertical compo-nents and magnitude) at trim for 1 ≤ Vdes ≤ 10m/s.
3. INVERSE SIMULATION OF THE ROTORCRAFT-

CABLE-SONAR SYSTEM

3.1. Inverse simulation algorithms

Consider a dynamic system, described by a set ofordinary differential equations in the form
ẋ = f(x,u)

with state and control vectors represented by x ∈
Rn and u ∈ Rm, respectively. Let

y = g(x)

be a set of tracked output variables, y ∈ Rp. An in-verse problem is defined when a desired variationof the output variables is prescribed in the time do-main, y = ydes(t), and a control action u = û(t)is searched for, which produces an evolution of the
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state x̂(t) such that the resulting values of the out-put variables match the desired ones at all the con-sidered time instants, g[x̂(t)] = ydes(t).When m = p, a nominal problem is dealt with,which results into a well posed algebraic problem,when differential methods are adopted.5 When
m < p, an underactuated problem is tackled, wherethe number of available controls does not allow fortracking the prescribed outputs, in the most gen-eral case. A minimum error solution can be sought(e.g. in the least square sense), but inverse solu-tion algorithm stability can easily become critical.If m > p, a redundant problem is obtained. Inthis case, while enforcing the required constraintson output variables, it is possible to provide the in-verse solution with additional features, relevant forthe considered application (e.g. minimum displace-ments of controls, as in Ref. 8). In what follows, onlynominal problems will be dealt with.Integration methods6,7,8 are based on the def-inition of a piecewise constant control action
u(t) = ûk for tk−1<t ≤ tk , such that the prescribedconstraint is enforced at the end of the consideredintegration time interval. Assuming the initial state
xk−1 at time tk−1 is known from the previous time-step, it is possible to numerically integrate systemdynamics for a constant value of the control vari-ables, ûk , thus deriving x̂k = x(tF ), and the cor-responding values of the output variables at time
tF = tk−1 + ∆T . The inverse problem is solvedwhen, at convergence, a value of ûk is determinedsuch that the outputs y = g[x̂(tF )] match their de-sired values ydes at the same time instant.Ideally, one would choose tF = tk , with ∆T ≡
δt = tk − tk−1, adopting a NR solution scheme,for nominal problems, which requires the evalu-ation of a Jacobian matrix J, the components ofwhich, Ji ,` = ∂yi/∂u`, need to be numerically deter-mined. The accuracy in the evaluation of J repre-sents one of the most crucial issues in the defini-tion of the algorithm. In the presence of transmis-sion zeros and/or uncontrolled states J can becomeill-conditioned, causing the inverse simulation algo-rithm to diverge. This problem is alleviated8 by inte-grating the equations of motion for a constant con-trol input over a longer time interval, ∆T =Nτδt .The control action û which results into the desiredoutputs to be achieved at time tF = tk − 1 + ∆T , isthen integrated forward in time between tk − 1 and
tk = tk − 1 + ∆t . This allows uncontrolled states tosettle, prior to evaluating output variables, at thecost of an increased computational burden, pro-vided all the p × m simulations required for eval-uating J are performed over a time interval Nτtimes longer that δt . Moreover, tracked variablesare achieved with a delay.8

3.2. Inverse simulation of sonar trajectory

The inverse simulation problem for the cable-sonarsystem (IS1) consists in the identification of the tra-jectory of the joint (J) placed at the suspension pointof the cable, at the helicopter side, which resultsinto the towed vehicle following (almost) exactlyits prescribed pattern. The input variables for thesystem are velocity components of the suspensionpoint in the inertial frame, FI . Assuming helicopteraltitude is constant, the vertical coordimate of thesuspension point is also (at least approximately)constant, hence the corresponding vertical speedcomponent is equal to zero. Only two input vari-ables are thus present, namely uIS1 = (v Jx , v
J
y )T ,which are used for allowing the sonar to track theprojection of its prescribed trajectory in the horizon-tal plane, yIS1 = (xGLI (t), yGLI (t))T , thus resultinginto a nominal inverse simulation problem, with twotracked variables and two pseudo-control variables.The integration method is used with an in-verse problem discretization interval δt = 0.2 s anda settling time ∆T1 = 7.0 s, which correspondsto a value Nτ1 = 35. Given the kinematic natureof the problem, it is possible to avoid the useof a (computationally expensive) NR method, cir-cumventing the need for the evaluation of a nu-merically critical Jacobian matrix of the outputvariables with respect to pseuto-controls. Letting

∆yIS1 = ∆rGLI (tF1) = rL,des(tF1)− r̂GLI (tF1) (where
r̂ is the projection of a position vector r on the hor-izontal plane at sonar depth, hL), a simple iterativescheme is obtained, where

u
(i+1)
IS1,k =u

(i)
IS1,k + ∆y/∆T1

Convergence is achieved when ‖∆y‖ < εr , with
εr = 0.5m. An initial guess is obtained from the so-lution at convergence for the previous inverse sim-
ulation step, u(0)

IS1,k = ûIS1,k−1.
3.3. Inverse simulation of helicopter motion

Once the trajectory of the cable suspension point isdetermined from the solution of IS1, the helicoptercontrols which produce such a trajectory are deter-mined (IS2). This problem is similar to the inversesimulation problem investigated for the same heli-copter in Refs. 9 and 13, with the only difference thata trajectory is assigned for a point different fromvehicle center of mass. This fact does not increasethe difficulty or complexity of the problem, providedthat under the assumption of a rigid fuselage, theoutput variables, represented by the velocity com-ponents of the suspension point, are given by
(3) yIS2 = vJI = TIB(vB + ωB × rJB) ∈ R3
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Figure 8: Block diagram of the two-step inverse solution procedure with forward integration of the fully coupledmodel: (a) simple feedforward of control action to the complete system; (b) scheme with turbulence and compensa-tion of position and attitude errors.
where rJB = (xJ , 0, zJ)T is assumed to lie on thefuselage longitudinal plane and TIB is the coor-dinate transformation matrix from the body tothe inertial frame. In the present study, it is
rJB = (0.1, 0, 0.5)T m, so that variations of cabletension produce a significant perturbing pitch mo-ment, which affects helicopter motion.The desired values of the tracked outputs is givenby ydes = (v Jx , v

J
y , 0)T , where v Jx and v Jy are de-rived from the solution of IS1. A redundant prob-lem is thus formulated for the inverse simulationof helicopter motion, where 4 control variables,

uIS2 ≡ uH ∈ R4 are available for tracking 3 out-put variables. By requiring that the helicopter fliesat 0 sideslip angle, an additional constraint is in-troduced, transforming IS2 into a nominal inverseproblem, where 4 control variables, uH are availablefor enforcing 4 constraints, in the form
yIS2 = ydes ; β = 0

The same discretization interval used for IS1,
δt = 0.2 s, is adopted also for IS2, in order to eas-ily match the two time-marching procedures. Fol-lowing the guidelines developed in Refs. 9 and 13,a settling time equal to ∆T2 = 0.6 s is adopted forIS2, which corresponds to Nτ2 = 3, for a numeri-cally more efficient solution, whereas ∆T2 = 1.0 s isused, if a smoother control action is desired, at thecost of a computational time approximately 40%times longer. More details on the inverse solution

of helicopter motion for an articulated blade rotor-craft model by means of integration methods canbe found in the cited references.9,13
3.4. Inverse solution coupling

The sequence of the solutions for the inverse prob-lems IS1 and IS2 provides an estimate for the con-trol action on the helicopter by solving the inverseproblem for sonar trajectory and then finding thecontrol action for the helicopter, which results inthe suspension point following the trajectory pre-scribed by the solution of IS1 over the same timeinterval. This approach is depicted in the block dia-gram of Fig. 8.a, where the trajectory of the sonar,
rL,des , represents the input to IS1, which determinesthe velocity components of the cable suspensionpoint on the helicopter side, ûIS1 = vJdes , which inturn represent the desired outputs tracked by thesolution of IS2. This latter inverse problem deter-mines the evolution of helicopter controls ûk whichtrack the variation of vJdes .Unfortunately, because of the introduction of thesettling time ∆T , which causes a delay in the acqui-sition of the tracked outputs, and other sources oferrors in the inverse solutions (problem discretiza-tion, convergence accuracy, and so on), discrepan-cies between the evolution of the output variablesfor the complete, fully coupled model and their de-sired values build up during the forward simula-tion, being initially rather limited, but then becom-
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ing possibly relevant. This coupling approach de-picted in Fig. 8.a thus can provide just an estimate ofhelicopter control travel, for a preliminary maneu-ver feasibility analysis, but not an accurate inversesolution for the fully coupled system, formed by therotorcraft, the submerged vehicle, and the towingcable connecting them.For the present applicative scenario, where mi-nor errors in the position of cable suspension point,
J , result into sizable variations of tension and evenmore significant moments applied by the cable tothe helicopter fuselage, drift in the error can be-come severe. The drift can be limited if at each time-step differences between the models at the basisof the inverse solution (two decoupled sub-models)and the model used for the forward simulation (acomplete, fully coupled model of the helicopter-cable-sonar system) are accounted for in definingthe desired variables and the control action.A guidance term similar to that adopted in Ref. 9is introduced. Moreover, a correction to the value ofhelicopter control variables determined by IS2 is ap-plied, which allows to maintain the prescribed atti-tude in the presence of errors on the position of thecable suspension point, as depicted in Fig. 8.b. Morein detail, at time tk−1, IS1 is solved, thus determininga desired velocity for J , vJdes = (v Jx , v

J
y , 0)T , as in theprevious case. This signal is integrated forward intime, thus determining also a desired position rJdesfor J , which is compared with the actual position ofthe suspension point. A velocity command for J isthus provided to IS2, in the form

(4) vJcom = vJdes +KG(rJdes − rJI )

where a guidance term is added to the desired ve-locity obtained from IS1,9 which compensates forerrors in the actual position of J with respect to thedesired one. Hence, IS2 is now required to deter-mine a control action on helicopter controls suchthat yIS2, expressed by Eq. (3), tracks the value of
vJcom, expressed by Eq. (4).Without any further compensation, even a smallerror on the actual position of the suspension pointmay generate relevant moments due to cable ten-sion, possibly causing a rapid divergence of rotor-craft attitude motion. For this reason, an attitudecontrol system is introduced, with a simple propor-tional feedback on Euler’s angles, in the form

∆uΦ = KΦ∆ΦΦΦ

where KΦ = diag(0, kφ, kθ, kψ) is control gain ma-trix and the error signal ∆ΦΦΦ = ΦΦΦref −ΦΦΦ is the dif-ference between a reference value for helicopterEuler’s angles during the current time-step, pro-vided by IS2, and the actual value obtained from for-

ward simulation of the complete helicopter-cable-sonar system. When dealing with low-speed, non-aggressive maneuver tasks, as in the present case,control signals around the three axes are decoupledand no increment on collective pitch is included inEuler’s angle feedback loop.The compensation of errors on current attitudeis sufficient in the ideal case, when external distur-bances are not accounted for. In the presence ofwind gusts, as represented by an atmospheric tur-bulence model, the effect of the difference betweengroundspeed and airspeed, not accounted for inthe framework of the inverse simulation, causes thehelicopter to drift away from its prescribed path. Asecond feedback loop is thus included to maintainthe forward simulation close to the specified pat-tern. This is obtained including another incrementto helicopter control in the form
∆ur = Kr∆r

J

where the error signal ∆rJ = TBI(rJref − rJ), equalto the difference of the desired position of the ca-ble suspension point with respect to its actual po-sition obtained from the forward simulation, pro-jected into a set of body axes, is fed to the collec-tive, lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch by the gainmatrix
Kr =

 0 0 kh
0 kx 0
ky 0 0
0 0 0


Again, a decoupled set of feedback loops is dealtwith for vertical, longitudinal and lateral displace-ments, a strategy that works well at low speed, be-low 10 m/s. No feedback to tail rotor collective ispresent.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Various maneuvers have been analyzed, such as
90 deg and 180 deg turns. The latter can be con-sidered as the basic element of a trajectory thatscans a given area bymeans of sensor sweeps alonga prescribed direction, where one sweep at con-stant speed in one direction is followed by a returntrajectory displaced by a prescribed amount. As ademanding testbed for the technique, a teardroptrajectory is reported here, for a detailed analysis.The ideal pattern to be followed by the submergedtowed vehicle is represented by an initial rectilinearsegment approaching the maneuver area, an initialturn to the right, a longer and tighter turn to the leftand a final turn to the right which recovers the in-coming trajectory in the opposite direction (Fig. 9).The details of the maneuver are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1: Relevant parameters for the teardrop trajectory
Constant Velocity Altitude Cable length

parameters V [m/s] h [m] L0 [m](all phases) 10.0 50 240
Maneuver Radius Angular rate Angular travel Duration

phase R [m] ω [rad/s] ∆ψ [deg] ∆t [s]Approach and exit — — 0 20Turn 1 and 3 300 0.0333 46.97 24.62Turn 2 140 0.0714 −273.93 66.96
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Figura 4.2 Traiettoria del sonar: virata a destra di 180°  

 
4.2.3 Manovra teardrop 
 
La traiettoria a forma di goccia teardrop è più complessa delle due descritte sopra, pur 
presentando comunque una forma geometrica semplice, come mostrato in figura 4.3 

 

 
Figura 4.3 Traiettoria del sonar: teardrop 

Straight rectilinear flight at V = 10 m/s and h = 50 m
Turn 1, 47 deg to the right
Turn 2, 274 deg to the left
Turn 3, 47 deg to the right

Figure 9: Shape of the teardrop trajectory.

The same maneuver was also analyzed in Ref. 1,where a sequence of straight rectilinear and turn-ing steady-state conditions was considered. The in-verse simulation approach proposed in this paperfully accounts for maneuver transients, which resultinto the helicopter following a significantly differ-ent pattern, provided that cable dynamic responsesignificantly interfere with how helicopter motion istransferred to the towed vehicle. This is apparentfrom the solution of IS1, depicted in Fig. 10, wherethe trajectory of the suspension point is far from be-ing a steady state one, especially in the presence oninflection points, where curvature is reversed.In the absence of a guidance term for the velocitycommand, the inverse simulation of helicopter mo-tion (IS2) results in an increasing position error forthe suspension point, which ends up to be in theorder of a few meters, during the terminal phaseof the maneuver. This is clearly unacceptably large,when the control action determined by IS2 is fedto the fully coupled model. The guidance term re-duces the error to a fraction of a meter, accept-able, as far as trajectory accuracy is concerned, butstill too large, if the forward simulation step is per-
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Figura 4.34 Confronto della traiettoria del punto di traino e del sonar per la teardrop 

 

 
Figura 4.35 Andamento nel tempo dei controlli dell’elicottero per la Teardrop 

 
L’errore medio che si riscontra tra la traiettoria dell’elicottero calcolata e quella assegnata, 
mostrate in figura 4.30, è intorno ai 6 m, con un errore massimo di circa 13 m. Nella sezione 4.4.1 
sarà introtto un metodo di correzione che permette di ridurre questo errore. 

towed vehicle
suspension point

Trajectories:

Figure 10: Comparison between the trajectories of thetowed vehicle and of the cable suspension point.

formed not by the decoupled sub-model 2, but us-ing the fully coupled one. Only when a compensa-tion on attitude angle errors is present, which aug-ments the value of helicopter control variables gen-erated by IS2 by means of terms proportional to theerrors on roll, pitch, and yaw angles, as discussed inthe previous section, the inverse simulation systembased on the use of a fully coupled, completemodelof the helicopter-cable-sonar system remains stablefor the whole duration of the maneuver. The resultsfor tracking performance of towed vehicle and sus-pension point trajectories are reported in Figs. 11.aand b.If a turbulence model is included in the forwardsimulation, in order to simulate realistic environ-mental conditions, the inverse simulation schemeremains stable, but a drift in the actual positions ofhelicopter and towed vehicle rapidly builds up. Thisdrift is compensated by introducing a second feed-back term, which, as said, augments helicopter con-trols generated by IS2 by means of a second con-tribution, proportional to the position error of thehelicopter with respect to the desired cable suspen-
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Figura 5.12 Confronto tra la traiettoria di riferimento dell’elicottero  

e quella calcolata in FS per la manovra teardrop 

 

 
Figura 5.13 Confronto tra la traiettoria del sonar  

 assegnata e quella calcolata in FS nella manovra teardrop 
 
 

simulated by the fully coupled model
prescribed

Sonar trajectory:
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Figura 5.12 Confronto tra la traiettoria di riferimento dell’elicottero  

e quella calcolata in FS per la manovra teardrop 

 

 
Figura 5.13 Confronto tra la traiettoria del sonar  

 assegnata e quella calcolata in FS nella manovra teardrop 
 
 

simulated by the fully coupled model
derived from the solution of IS1

Trajectory of the suspension point:

a)

b)
Figure 11: Desired and actual trajectories of the towedvehicle (a) and of the cable suspension point (b) whenthe forward simulation is performed by means of a com-plete, fully coupled model of the helicopter-cable-sonarsystem.

sion point position. The results are almost as goodas those presented in Fig. 11, in terms of positionaccuracy, with a minor increase in position errorsand an increased control activity, as visible in Fig. 12.Also the evolution of attitude angles, reported inFig. 13 for two inverse simulations performed with-out and with turbulence in the forward simulationstep, clearly shows that turbulence induces oscilla-tions on attitude variables that need to be compen-sated for, in order to maintain the suspension pointon the prescribed path.
5. CONCLUSIONS

An inverse simulation algorithm was developed fora system formed by a helicopter towing a sub-merged vehicle by means of a massive elastic ca-ble. The contributions of the paper lie in the de-velopment of an algorithm which accounts for ca-
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a) b)

c) d)
Figure 12: Controls used for the forward simulation ofthe teardrop trajectory without (blue) and with turbu-lence (red): collective pitch (a); longitudinal cyclic (b); tailrotor collective (c); lateral cyclic (d).
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 13: Euler’s angles during forward simulation ofthe teardrop trajectory without (blue) and with turbu-lence (red): roll (a), pitch (b), and yaw (c) angles.

ble dynamics and maneuver transients, capable ofproviding a baseline feed-forward control term bymeans of a two step procedure, based on the solu-tion of two inverse problems. The first inverse prob-lems, for the cable-sonar sub-system, is solved interms of kinematic variables, where the velocity ofthe suspension point on the helicopter side is deter-mined, which maintains the center of mass of thetowed vehicle on a prescribed path. The second in-verse problem allows one to determine the evolu-tion of helicopter controls which make the suspen-sion point follow the pattern determined during thefirst step. When a fully coupled model is adopted inforward simulation, the use of simple proportional
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feedback on attitude and position variables allowsto maintain algorithm stability, and adequate track-ing performance also in the presence of a simula-tion of atmospheric turbulence.
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